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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A printing arrangement for n-digit (n-column) code 
imprints with uniform spacing between the code elements 
and using an inked ribbon (transfer ribbon) which is ad 
vanced in steps of equal size after each printing opera 
tion in the direction of the printed line by one step so 
that for the next printing operation all types will be oppo 
site an unused portion of the ribbon. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to printing 
mechanisms and, more particularly, to such devices for 
n-digit, or n-column code imprints with uniform spacing 
between the code elements and using an ‘inked ribbon 
which, after each printing operation, is advanced by one 
step in the direction of the line to be printed to a point 
where all printing types face an unused part of the ribbon 
for the subsequent printing operation. 

Such printing mechanisms are particularly needed for 
the application of coded routing information onto ship 
ments which are to be sorted by machine, particularly 
mail shipments. For this purpose ribbons are used which 
are heat-printing foils whose color is completely trans 
ferred to the surface to be printed when pressed thereon. 
FIGURE 1 shows the lower right-hand corner of a mail 

shipment 1 which is provided with a code imprint serv 
ing as a routing indicator, for example, for automatic mail 
sorting mechanisms. The twenty possible positions 2 of 
the code elements 2’ are arranged in ?ve lines and in four 
columns. Each one of the columns I, II, III and IV repre 
sents the numbers 0 to 9 according to a 2-out-of-5 code 
so that a four-digit number is represented by the code im 
print. Accordingly, the printing mechanism is provided 
with ?ve printing types in each one of the four columns 
of which only two are used for printing at any one time. 

Based on the requirement that during each printing 
process it must be assured that all printing types face an 
unused portion of the ribbon, the ribbon could be ad 
vanced after each printing operation by one step, the 
length s1 of which corresponds vapproximately to the 
width of the code ?eld. FIGURE 2 refers to this pro 
cedure and shows a ribbon 3 which has been advanced 
by such a step and the impressions of two code imprints. 
In the interest of a more legible representation of the 
essential elements, all possible positions 2 of the code ele 
ments (2') are drawn here, as well as in FIGURES 3 
and 4, without particularly emphasizing the two code ele 
ments 2' of each column which were actually printed. 
To assure that, in spite of certain inaccuracies in the 

ribbon transport, a printing type cannot even partially 
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fall onto a used portion of the ribbon, a minimum dis 
tance amm must be provided on the ribbon between two 
adjacent spots to be printed. When the width of the code 
elements 2' is d, the number of digits in a printed line 
is n and the spacing between two adjacent code elements, 
center to center, is t, a procedure according to FIGURE 2 
would result in the value 

for the length of a transporting step s1. 
For reasons of comparison, the following values de 

rived from actual use are assumed: 

(1) 

Spacing ‘between two adjacent code ele 
ments _________________________ __ i=8 mm. 

Number of positions (columns) in the 
printing mechanism _____________ __ n=4. 

Width of a code element ___________ __ d=0.5 mm. 

Distance between two adjacent used por 
tions on the ribbon ______________ _.. a. 

Minimum distance ________________ __ am1n=0.l mm. 

Employing Equation 1, the following step length 
results: 

s1=(4—1)'8+0.5+0.1=24.6 mm. 

The disadvantage of a ribbon transport according to 
FIGURE 2 therefore lies in the great amount of ribbon 
used for each imprint, i.e., 24.6 mm. 
A further disadvantage results from the amount of time 

required for the transport of the ribbon, i.e., at a ribbon 
speed of e.g., 5 cm./sec., approximately 0.49 sec. With 
a desired printing sequence of 5000 imprints per hour, 
corresponding to a cycle time of 0.72 sec. per imprint, 
the ribbon transport alone would require 68% of the cycle 
time whereas only 32% (0.23 sec.) would be available 
for the printing process itself——positioning of the ship 
ment against the support, printing and removal of the 
support. 
The amount of ribbon consumed can be considerably 

reduced when, according to an already known procedure, 
the ribbon is advanced each time, as shown in FIGURE 
3, in small steps which are adjusted to the width d of one 
code element: 

In FIGURE 3 the longitudinal scale is considerably 
extended when compared with FIGURE 2. For the same 
reasons, only the positions 2 of the thirteen ?rst imprints 
of the ?ve printing types of the ?rst column I are com 
pletely shown whereas only a few of the remaining posi 
tions are shown within the individual line tracks 4. The 
Roman numerals indicate the respective column of the 
printing mechanism, and the Arabic numerals the number 
of printing operations. 11 thus indicates the ?rst print 
ing of the ?rst digit, I-I3 the third printing of the second 
digit, IV13 the thirteen printing of the fourth digit. This 
information is entered only in the ?fth line, i.e., in the 
lowermost one of the ?ve tracks 4, but pertains each time 
to all imprints in the corresponding column. When after 
a number of 

small steps a printing type could come opposite a used 
portion of the ribbon, a larger step is made of length 
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.93, as in the procedure according to FIGURE 2, to again 
correspond to the width of the code ?eld: 

S3: ("-1) 'f+d+a (3) 
=(n—1)'l‘+S2 (3a) 

With equal distribution of the imprints within the spac 
t, the following relationship applies: ~ 

s2=d+a=t/z (2a) 
and thus 

a=t/z—-d=s2-d 
\With the above-mentioned exemplary values, the fol 

lowing number z of imprints to be accommodated with 
the space It results: 

and thus the maximum number of 2:13 imprints. There 
fore, 

(4) 

Considering that for z imprints z—1 small steps s2 and 
one large step s3 are required, the following results for 
the consumption of ribbon 1‘ per printing operation: 

f=[(Z—1)'-Y2+1‘S3]/Z 
and using Equations 20 and 3a 

f=n's2 
with the numerical Example 5 

f=4-0.616=2.46 mm. 

The consumption of ribbon therefore, in comparison 
with the step sequence according to FIGURE 2 is only 
10%. 

Since, howover, the amount of time required for the 
larger step s1—0.49 sec. as above-must be programmed 
into every printing cycle, here too only 32% of the cycle 
time is available for the printing process itself. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

With this in mind, it is the object of the present inven 
tion to avoid these disadvantages of the prior art. 
Another object is to provide a printing arrangement for 

the above-mentioned purposes with which not only the 
smallest possible ribbon consumption is realized but 
wherein the time to be programmed into the printing 
cycle for the ribbon transport—at uniform ribbon speed 
is considerably reduced. 
These objects and others ancillary thereto are accom 

plished in accordance with preferred embodiments of the 
present invention wherein the ribbon transporting device 
is arranged so that the ribbon is always moved in equally 
sized steps of a length of 

(6) 
wherein the number z of the ribbon imprints to be made 
within the space t and the number n of the columns must 
not have any common divisor and wherein 

Zétl (d+amln) 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

(4) 

FIGURE 1 is a diagrammatic view of a code imprint 
on a mail shipment in the approximate scale of 2: 1. 
FIGURE 2 is a diagrammatic view of a ribbon with 

imprints according to a ?rst possible sequence of steps for 
the movement of the ribbon, using the same scale. 
FIGURE 3 is -a diagrammatic view of a ribbon with 

imprints according to a second known sequence of steps 
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4 
for the movement of the ribbon at a scale which is, 
extended in length when compared with FIGURE 2. 
FIGURE 4 is a diagrammatic view of a ribbon with 

imprints corresponding to the printing mechanism accord 
ing to the present invention and using the same scale as 
FIGURE 3. 
FIGURE 5 is a diagrammatic view of a code imprint 

on a mail shipment including an identifying mark accord 
ing to a further embodiment of the present invention. 
FIGURE 6 is a diagrammatic view of a printing device 

according to the present invention. 
FIGURE 7 is a diagrammatic front view of the printing 

types used in the printing device of FIGURE 6. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIGURE 4 clearly illustrates the interrneshing of con 
secutive imprints of the different columns. This ?gure 
corresponds to FIGURE 3 with respect to the longitu 
dinal and latitudinal scale. The meaning of the Roman 
and Arabic numerals is also identical. Within a length of 
ribbon of 4! all imprints are illustrated which occur 
during the process of the ?rst 13 printing operations. 
For reasons of clarity, the imprints of the ?rst column 
(I1, I2, etc) are numbered only in the ?rst line (?rst 
track 4), the imprints of the second column only in the 
second line, etc. In the right-hand portion of the ?fth 
line the imprints which fall within one space 1‘ are con 
secutively numbered without regard to the sequence of 
their formation. 

In the procedure according to the present invention, the 
maximum number z of the ribbon imprints to be accom 
modated within the space t can therefore also be selected 
according to the equation 

2;.” (d‘l'amln) (4) 
as long as the resulting maximum whole number meets the 
requirement that it has no common divisor with the 
number n of columns. Using the same numerical values 
as above xmax=12 results. Since this number has no com 
mon divisor with n=4, z=13 can be selected. Thus it 
results that 

s4=n - t/z=-4.8/13=2.46 mm. 

and 
a=t/z—d=8/13—0.5=0.116 m. 

The consumption of ribbon 1‘ per printing operation in 
the printing mechanism according to the present invention 
is 

_ _ f=s4 (7) 
1n a numerical example: 

f=2.46 mm. 

and is therefore the same as in the procedure discussed in 
connection with FIGURE 3. Of course these considera 
tions relate to the continuous operation of the printing 
device whereas FIG. 4 relates to the position of imprints 
during the initial phase of operation, that is during the 
?rst 13 steps of movement of the ribbon. 
The time to be programmed into each printing cycle 

for ribbon transport, however, has been considerably 
reduced since only steps of 2.46 mm. in length are being 
made. At‘ the same ribbon speed as in the previous exam 
ples this time is only approximately 0.045 sec. Therefore, 
only 7% of the desired cycle time of 0.72 see. are re 
quired for the ribbon transport. 

In the coding positions of the automatic mail distribu 
tors each shipment is imprinted with an identifying mark 
in addition to the code, whch mark indicates at which 
coding machine the shipment was being processed. It 
consists of a number or a letter. With the aid of this mark 
it is possible, for example, when coding errors are dis 
covered in the distributor, to identify the coding position 
where the error originated and then, with the aid of the 
work schedule, the operator. 
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Presently, this mark is applied by a separate “identi?er” 
which is attached to the code printer. Printing is accom 
plished by an ordinary typewriter ribbon. Operator-identi 
fying marks for outgoing and incoming mail are distin 
guishedby black and red printing. 

This identi?er is relatively complicated (switching from 
red to black, reversal of movement of the ribbon, opera 
tion of the stamp, etc.) and it is susceptible to malfunc~ 
tion. 

In a further embodiment of the printing mechanism 
according to the present invention a printing stamp is 
provided, which serves to imprint one or a plurality of 
identifying marks associated with the printing mechanism, 
and which is operated in synchronism with the code im 
print and which uses the same ribbon at a point not cov 
ered by any track serving for the printing of the code 
elements. 

This would not be possible with a ribbon transport ac 
cording to the procedure of FIGURE 3 since the small 
steps s2 of the ribbon are only approximately 0.6 mm. 
long. This is not enough to provide an unused portion of 
the ribbon for the appropriate stamps which are to im 
print the position identifying mark. 
However in the printing mechanism according to the 

present invention, each step .94 is a multiple of s; with 
otherwise identical conditions, e.g., with a length, of 2.5 
mm. This provides enough space to print the identifying 
marks from an unused portion of the ribbon at each 
printing operation. It must be taken into consideration 
that the “?lling effect” being evident from the right side 
of FIGURE 4 is true of the code elements only and not 
of the identifying marks, since at each, step of the ribbon 
there are printed four columns of code elements and only 
one column of identifying marks. 
The differentiation between incoming and outgoing mail 

in an automatic mail distributor results without further 
measures by the use of different colored ribbons for the 
code imprint (e.g., ?uorescent or phosphorescent rib 
bons . 

Th)e printing of the position or operator identifying 
marks could occur in a marginal zone outside the tracks 4 
utilized for the code imprint. The ribbon would then, 
however, have to be widened by about 2.5 to 3 mm. In a 
multiple-line arrangement of code elements 2', it is more 
advantageous to arrange the imprint of the associated 
identifying mark, as shown in the illustrated examples, 
between the tracks which serve to print the code elements. 

This possibility is illustrated with an example in FIG 
URE 5, which otherwise corresponds to FIGURE 1. The 
position or operator identifying mark here consists of the 
four numbers 40-1-1-3, which are printed between the 
tracks 4 for the code elements 2’. The identifying mark 
is disposed on the left of the code ?eld since the shipment 
1 moves into the scanning device with its right edge ahead. 
The code ?eld has then already been read and the code 
stored when the identifying mark reaches the reading 
column. Thus, erroneous readings of an identifying mark 
by the reading head for the code elements, which may 
occur when shipments come in too high, can no longer 
interfere with the code. 

There are other possibilities to utilize the ribbon area 
(intermediate zones) between the tracks 4 for the print 
ing of a position or operator identifying mark. Thus, for 
example, for the ?rst 10 coding positions the numbers 0 
. . . 9 can be printed in the upper intermediate zone, for 
the coding positions 10 . . . 19 the numbers 0 . . . 9 can be 

printed in the second intermediate zone, etc. Up to forty 
coding positions can be marked with numbers and up to 
104 coding positions can be identi?ed with combinations 
of letters. 
An example of a code printing device suitable to oper 

ate according to the invention is shown in FIGURE 6. 
The proper printing mechanism is diagrammatically repre 
sented by a box 10. According to FIGURE 7 the'printing 
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6 
mechanism is provided with ?ve printing types 11 in each 
one of four columns and with four printing types 12 for 
the identifying marks in another column. 
The printing mechanism 10 is so constructed ithat upon 

each printing step all printing types 12, and in every one 
of the four columns two printing types 11, corresponding 
to appropriate control signals fed into the printing mech 
anism 10, are pushed forward against the ribbon 3. Be 
hind ribbon 3, resting on a support block 13, is a letter 
14. Transporting means which bring the letters 14 into 
printing position and carry them away subsequently are 
not shown here. 
The ribbon 3 runs from a delivery bobbin 15 over 

two idle rollers 16 and 17 to a winding bobbin 18. In 
FIGURE 6 bobbins 15 and 18, including the respective 
ribbon coils, are partially cut away in order to show 
further elements which are arranged underneath and are 
described subsequently. 
By means of a bevel-gear drive 19, 20 and a slipping 

clutch 21, winding bobbin 18 is connected to a continu 
ously running winding motor 22. Clutch 21 is adjusted 
so as to exert onto ribbon 3, in the direction of arrow 
23, a continuous pull of predetermined amount. 

Delivery bobbin 15 is connected to a brake wheel 24 
onto which a brake shoe 25 is pressed by a tension spring 
26. The braking force acting on the ribbon 3 is adjusted 
to be essentially smaller than the pulling force from 
bobbin 18. 

Between idle roller 17 and winding bobbin 18 the 
ribbon 3 is led, by means of two guide rollers 27 and 28, 
around a drive wheel 29 which is connected, by means of 
a common axle 30, to a step wheel 31. Step wheel 31 
is part of a stepping mechanism comprising a forked check 
lever 32 and a stepping magnet 33. 

\Check lever 32 is pivoted on an axle 34 and is swingable 
between two stops 35 and 36. It is cooperating with step 
wheel 31 by means of two check pins 32' and 32". In rest 
position check lever 32 is held at stop 35 by means of a 
tension spring 37. 
Every time the stepping magnet 33 is energized by a 

stepping pulse, check lever 32 is swung momentarily 
against stop 36 and back to stop 35. By this motion step 
wheel 31 is stepped forward in the direction of arrow 
38 by the amount of one tooth. 
The number of teeth on step wheel 31 and the diameter 

of drive wheel 29 are chosen so as to move the ribbon 
3, at every stepping pulse, by a length of s4‘=n-t/z as 
de?ned above. 
We claim: 
1. In a code printing device for simultaneous n-digit 

code imprints with uniform spacing between the code ele 
ments and using a ribbon which is advanced after each 
printing operation in the direction of the printed line 
by one step so that for the next subsequent printing opera 
tion all types will be opposite an unused portion of the 
ribbon, the improvement comprising ribbon transporting 
means for always advancing a ribbon by equal steps having 
a length of 

s=n-t/z 
where 

t is the distance between code elements center to 
center, 

z is the number of ribbon imprints disposed within 
distance I, 

z and n do not have a common divisor, 
and wherein 

z5__t_ 
~d+amim 

where d is the width of one codeelement, and 
amm is the minimum spacing between two ad 
jacent ribbon imprints. 
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2. Printing device as de?ned in claim 1 wherein the References Cited 
improvement further comprises a printing stamp, which UNITED STATES PATENTS 
serves to imprint at least one identifying mark associated 
with the code imprint and which uses the same ribbon at 
a point not covered by the track serving for the printing 
of a line of code elements. 5 3’304’859 2/1967 Schenk 

3. Printing device as de?ned in claim 2 wherein the 3’346'0‘90 10/1967 Go? et al' 
code elements are arranged in more than one line and ERNEST T_ WRIGHT, JR‘, Primary Examiner 
the printing stamp associated with the printing device 
is arranged to print between the tracks serving for the 10 US cl- X-R 
printing of lines of code elements. 101-402, 336; 197-~82 

2,734,614 2/1956 Page. 
3,171,530 3/1965 O’Daniel et al. 


